Cookies Policy

Like many companies, 10TradeFX uses cookies on this site.
The 10TradeFX cookie policy provides the user with information on which cookies are set
when you visit 10TradeFX website and how to reject or delete those cookies.
Cookies are pieces of information shared between your web browser and a website. Use of
cookies enables a faster and easier experience for the user. A cookie cannot read data off
your computer’s hard drive
Cookies are created by the websites you visit which use cookies and are small text files
placed on your computer or by certain emails which you open. Cookies are used to improve
user experience, make the website work, enable site security and provide the business with
marketing information about the site’s visitors.
For the most part a cookie will contain a string that contains information about the browser.
To work, a cookie does not need to know where you are from, it only needs to remember
your browser. Some websites do use cookies to store more personal information about you.
Cookies are messages that webservers pass to your web browser when you visit internet
sites. Your browser stores each message in a small file called cookie txt. When you request
another page from the server your browser sends the cookie back to the server.
Cookies are a powerful tool because they allow web developers to easily perform long term
user recognition. One widespread use of cookies is the ability of a website such as Hotmail
to retain its user’s login information.
The single most important job of a cookie is to keep a user logged as they browse from page
to page. A user’s browsing history becomes part of a database which the website then uses
to improve customers experience. They give websites the ability to remember and improve.
The Cookie text files comprise numbers and letters. The cookie files are saved into special
areas in the memory of your computer or mobile device. Cookies stored here are called
session cookies with cookies placed into the hard drive called persistent cookies. You can
remove persistent cookies by following directions provided in your Internet browser's ‘Help’
file.

There are different kinds of cookies with different functions:
1. Session cookies: These are only stored on your computer during your web session.
They are automatically deleted when the browser is closed. They usually store an
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anonymous session ID allowing you to browse a website without having to log in to
each page. They do not collect any information from your computer.
Persistent cookies: these usually have an expiration date far into the future and thus
stay in your browser until they expire, or until you manually delete them. An
example of how we use persistent cookies is for functionalities like the "Stay logged
in" tick box. We also use persistent cookies to better understand usage patterns so
we can improve the site for our customers. This information is anonymised - when
we look at the data, in other words, we look at patterns, but we do not see
individuals' personally identified information (PII).
Analytical cookies: collect visitor information, such as the number of visits, how our
website was found, from where the visit came from, if via a marketing campaign etc.
This information is extremely important to the business and helps us improve our
website and further enhance visitor experience.
Functional cookies: are specifically about visitor experience on the website. For
example, they ‘remember’ the open/closed status of pop up messages, what time
zone or view state was set for the Economic Calendar, enabling access to
information stored when registered with 10TradeFX and so on. Without these
functional cookies, no settings information can be saved.
Third Party cookies: are set by other websites who place cookies on the user’s
computer. The "3rd party" cookies are placed when you are logged into their service,
and 10TradeFX does not control the dissemination of these cookies. These cookies
are session, analytical and functional, and determine if the user is logged into a social
network already, and control bookmarking or sharing 10TradeFX content.

How 10TradeFX uses cookies:
For the purpose of enhancing our services to our clients and potential clients we, at
10TradeFX use a number of cookies in a very restrictive, simplicity form, in order to facilitate
our clients in the process of completing an application for the use of our services and/or for
updating their personal profile.
Moreover, 10TradeFX website, uses cookies to provide the functionality you need to browse
our site correctly. 10TradeFX website issues cookies upon landing on our website, unless the
user has changed cookie settings in their browser to refuse cookies. Please note that with
cookies switched off, many areas of our website and services will not be made available to
you; such as 10TradeFX Direct, where you will not be able to login with cookies disabled.
10TradeFX supports social bookmarking and with cookies disabled this functionality will not
be possible.

Please note that not all the cookies on our sites are set by us. Please see the section above
on third party cookies.
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The information collected is considered as strictly confidential and is used only by the
Company for the purposes it has been collected (establishing the client’s profile and
collection of KYC documents). There is no dissemination of the collected information to any
third party (please see relevant section above), unless it is required by Law or to Law
enforcing Authorities.

SUMMARY OF COOKIES USED
The table below is a list of the main cookies set by 10TradeFX website. Please note that we
may modify or update our cookies. This list will be updated whenever this occurs.
Cookie Disclosure table:
Category
Performant
Performant
Performant

Cookie Name
_tawkuuid
_icl_visitor_lang_js
TawkConnectionTime

Host
10TradeFX
10TradeFX
10TradeFX

Domain
.10tradefx.com
.10tradefx.com
.10tradefx.com

Purpose
Analytics
Analytics
Analytics

Strictly
necessary

Wpml_browser_redirect_test 10TradeFX .10tradefx.com

Usability

Expiration
7 months
1 day
After session
ends
After session
ends

IP ADDRESSES
When you visit our sites, 10TradeFX collects your Internet Protocol (“IP”) addresses to track
and aggregate non-Personal Information. For example, 10TradeFX uses IP addresses to
monitor the regions from which users navigate the sites. IP addresses will be stored in such
a way so that you cannot be identified from the IP address.
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